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Australia’s Security in China’s Shadow 
 

Dr Euan Graham, International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) 
 

Thursday 25 May: 5.30pm for 6pm – 7pm AEST at Dyason House, 124 Jolimont Road, East Melbourne  

A major shift in relations between Australia and China became clear 
in the early 2020s, with geopolitical concerns trumping economic 
considerations.  

While there have been recent signs of improvement as the two 
countries seek to “stabilise” relations - minister-to-minister meetings 
have resumed; China has recently lifted restrictions on Australian 
coal imports and Australia hopes a 3-year-old tariff barrier on 
Australian barley will be lifted within months - China’s more assertive 
regional posture has prompted far-reaching changes to Australia’s 
defence and alliance-policy settings, including new capability 
acquisitions and strategic initiatives such as AUKUS.  

In Australia’s Security in China’s Shadow (IISS Adelphi series, March 
2023), Euan Graham explores how Australia is adapting to the 
various security challenges that China poses, combining political, 
military and economic analysis with an examination of Australian 
domestic resilience.  

With Australia’s newly published Defence Strategic Review identifying the return of major-power 
strategic competition to the Indo-Pacific as the ‘major feature of our region and time’, how is Canberra 
adapting to this new reality? What are the lessons for other countries facing similar challenges? 
  
AIIA Victoria invites you to join Dr Euan Graham to discuss his new book. Access 
details though QR code alongside (20% discount available using the code 
ADELPHI20, valid until 8 June).  

 
 
Dr Euan Graham is based in the Singapore office of the 
International Institute for Strategic Studies. He is 
responsible for furthering research within the IISS on 
defence and strategy in the Indo-Pacific, and also supports the IISS Shangri-La 
Dialogue and other activities run by IISS–Asia. He has expertise on Australia’s 
strategic policy, maritime and naval issues in the Asia-Pacific region, the 
geopolitics of the Korean Peninsula and Japan.  
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